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Perception and Regulation of Food Consumption
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Overeating and resulting obesity is a public health concern in the United States, and portion size is a factor
that contributes to these problems (Zlatevska, Dubelaar, & Holden, 2014). The present research demonstrates
that the granularity of labels used to describe portions also influences food consumption, independent of
previously documented portion size effects. Across 6 studies and 7 different food items, we find a robust and
reliable effect of portion size granularity labels on consumption intentions and food consumption. Having
people think about food using fine-grained labels leads them to decrease their consumption intentions (Study
1, n � 80) and ultimately eat less food (Study 2a, n � 79; Study 2b, n � 79). This process operates by shifting
people’s perceptions of the size of foods (rather than changing levels of construal) whereby portions described
with fine-grained labels (e.g., “15 gummy candies”) are perceived to be bigger than portions described with
gross-grained labels (e.g., “one serving;” Study 3, n � 200). In addition, granularity facilitates self-regulation
of consumption for individuals with a weight-loss goal both when self-regulation is measured (Study 4, n �
160) and when we manipulate that mediator (Study 5, n � 300). Finally, a high-powered registered report
replicated effects of granularity on consumption via shifts in perception and intentions with a diverse
community sample (Study 6, n � 323). Implications for theory and practice are discussed.
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Obesity rates in the United States have increased over time, and
today more than one third of adults and 17% of youth in the U.S. are
obese (Ogden, Carroll, Kit, & Flegal, 2014). This obesity epidemic
(Centers for Disease Control and Prevention [CDC], 2011) has enor-
mous consequences for health and well-being (National Institutes of

Health [NIH], 1998), and has immense economic costs—the esti-
mated annual medical cost of obesity in the U.S. was $147 billion
dollars in 2008, and the annual medical costs for people who are obese
were $1,429 higher per person than those of normal weight (Finkel-
stein, Trogdon, Cohen, & Dietz, 2009). Much attention has been
devoted to understanding the contributing factors to this problem, and
portion size is a factor that consistently emerges as a contributor (for
meta-analytic review, see Zlatevska et al., 2014) whereby people
consume more from larger portions than smaller portions (Chandon &
Wansink, 2011; Rolls, 2003; Wansink, 2004; Young & Nestle, 2002).

One explanation for the effect of portion size on consumption is
that people generally engage in mindless eating (Wansink, 2006); in
other words—we eat without much thought or consideration of how
much food is in front of us. At mealtime, whatever is in front of us is
presumed (sometimes incorrectly) to be one serving, and therefore we
just eat it. Our default mindless eating practices explain why simply
changing portion sizes influences how much people consume
(Wansink, 2004; Wansink, Painter, & North, 2005), even though
people are unaware of these changes in their consumption. These
findings suggest that people’s judgments of how much they are eating
may be affected, not only by internal cues of satiety, but also by
environmental cues signaling the amount one should eat.

A Novel Mechanism for the Impact of Information
Granularity on Behavior

If consumption judgments are indeed driven by external cues of
portion size as previous research suggests, then perhaps changing
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the granularity of portion size descriptors (another external cue)
rather than the portion size itself may be another route to shift
consumption judgments. In other words, holding portion size con-
stant, describing portions using fine-grained (e.g., “16 gummy
candies”) versus gross-grained (e.g., “one serving of gummy can-
dies”) labels may shift consumption judgments. Why might this
be? Fine grained versus gross grained labels may operate by
implying partitions of portion size. In this case, partitioning may
psychologically distinguish one large unit (e.g., “one serving”)
from several smaller units (e.g., “16 pieces”). Prior research on
partitioning suggests that the unit labels used to describe portions
(e.g., Geier, Rozin, & Doros, 2006) and other partition cues (e.g.,
red potato chips; Geier, Wansink, & Rozin, 2012) can dramatically
decrease consumption. Partitioning effects have been proposed to
operate by increasing transaction costs associated with consump-
tion, whereby smaller partitions rather than larger aggregates pro-
vide more decision-making opportunities that enable people to
better constrain their consumption (Cheema & Soman, 2008).
Other accounts suggest partitions change eating norms, and break
the automaticity and mindlessness of eating (Geier et al., 2012).

In the present research, we propose an alternative mechanism
for why portion size partitioning influences consumption behavior
and suggest that the granularity of portion size descriptors plays an
important role in the partition-to-consumption process. We predict
that partitioning as a function of granularity of portion size will
shift consumption intentions (i.e., how much people plan to eat in
a given sitting, how much people feel they need to eat in order to
feel satisfied), and these consumption intentions, will subsequently
impact consumption (i.e., how much they actually eat in a given
sitting). Consumption intentions, in turn, may be impacted by
perceptual judgments of the amount of food present (e.g., calorie
estimates, weight, cost, time to eat). Specifically, we predict that
describing portion sizes using fine-grained (“16 gummy candies”)
rather than gross-grained (“one serving of gummy candies”) labels
will decrease the amount people plan to consume, which will
impact the actual amount they consume. This would occur because
fine-grained portion size labels will lead people to believe that the
portions are actually larger, and thus people would need to eat less
to feel satiated.

This prediction was constructed based on our consideration of
prior research on unit granularity (Burson, Larrick, & Lynch,
2009; Lewis & Oyserman, 2015; Zhang & Schwarz, 2012, 2013)
and Grice’s logic of conversation (Schwarz, 1996, 2014). This
literature demonstrates that although the same quantity can be
expressed with different units (e.g., 16 gummy candies � 1 serving
of gummy candies), people pay attention to the units chosen (e.g.,
servings vs. pieces) to communicate information and draw infer-
ences from those units that influence their judgments and behavior.
This occurs for three reasons. First, people differentially process
and attend to decision-relevant information based on the level of
granularity with which the information is presented, whereby
fine-grained information influences judgments more strongly than
gross-grained information (Zhang & Schwarz, 2012, 2013). Sec-
ond, due to conversational norms, people assume that the specific
details of information presented are relevant for their judgments
(Schwarz, 1996, 2014). Third, once on the mind, details are incor-
porated into our mental representations (Bless & Schwarz, 2010)
and presumed to be useful information for current judgments and
decisions (Higgins, 1998; Schwarz, 2011). Overall, the more fine-

grained the details presented, the more people pay attention and
take action (Lewis & Oyserman, 2015).

How granularity influences action however depends on its effect
on people’s perceptions of the judgment object, the domain of the
judgment, and people’s lay theories about that domain. For in-
stance, labeling consumer products in fine-versus gross-grained units
may signal increased value. For example, Zhang and Schwarz (2013)
told participants that the retail price for a DVD drive was either
$29.75 or $30, and asked participants to estimate what the retailers
paid for the drive. Participants who were told that the price of the
drive was $29.75 estimated that the drive cost retailers an average of
$3.25 more than participants who were told it cost $30 (Zhang &
Schwarz, 2013, Study 1). This effect occurred because the fine-
grained label implied that more thought and precision went into the
pricing of the DVD drive (an electronic product) and in the domain of
electronics greater precision implies greater value; thus, fine-grained
prices shifted perceptions of the drive’s value.

Lewis and Oyserman (2015) found similar effects in their series
of experiments on temporal granularity. First, participants who
were told that preparatory action was underway for a variety of
future events believed the future events would occur significantly
sooner when considered in fine-grained time metrics (e.g., days)
rather than gross-grained time metrics (e.g., months, years; Lewis
& Oyserman, 2015, Studies 1–2). Next, they found that fine-
grained versus gross-grained metrics also influenced people’s
plans and behavior. People considering future events in fine-
grained time metrics (e.g., their child going to college in 6,570
days or their own retirement in 10,950 or 14,600 days) planned to
start saving four times sooner (Studies 3–5), and chose larger
delayed rewards (rather than smaller immediate rewards, Study 7)
than those considering the future in gross-grained time metrics
(e.g., 18, 30, or 40 years; Lewis & Oyserman, 2015). Those effects
occurred because people have a lay theory about time as distance,
and the granularity of time metrics implied temporal distance, or
when the future would begin (i.e., days are sooner than years), and
hence when they should take action. Lewis and Oyserman (2015)
hypothesized that those effects occurred because granularity
bridges the gap between present and future. However, one untested
possibility is whether or not granularity might have made it easier
for people to regulate their planning behavior (e.g., start saving). In
a food context, this may imply that framing portion sizes in more
versus less granularity may facilitate self-regulation by making a
self-regulatory struggle more manageable.

Granularity Effects as a Consumption
Regulation Strategy

Synthesizing and translating this prior research to the context of
food consumption suggests that the granularity of labels used to
describe portion sizes may play an important role in consumption
judgment and decision making due to effects on perceptions of
portion size and people’s lay theories of consumption. Specifi-
cally, we predict that portions described with fine-grained labels
will be perceived as larger or weightier than portions described
with gross-grained labels. Additionally, because people’s lay the-
ory about consumption is that they should eat until they are
satiated, and external cues are a signal of that satiation (Chandon,
2009), people should intend to eat less of foods described with
fine-grained descriptors than gross grained descriptors. Specifi-
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cally, if fine-grained descriptors make portions seem larger or
more calorically dense, people should need less to be satiated.

If portion size granularity is indeed changing perceptions of
size, and thus, satiety, it stands to reason that these shifts, in turn,
may facilitate regulation of consumption. This hypothesis is de-
rived from work highlighting that self-regulation can be facilitated
as a function of goal size and proximity to completion. For
instance, prior work on subgoals suggests that breaking larger
goals into smaller component goals facilitates self-regulation
(Carver & Scheier, 1998; Emmons, 1992; Locke & Latham, 1990;
Vallacher & Wegner, 1987). Furthermore, proximity to a desired
end-state facilitates persistence toward the target (Bandura & Schunk,
1981)—in the context of food consumption, the target being to satisfy
one’s hunger. Whether or not these self-regulatory strategies are likely
to be effective, however, may depend on individual differences, such
as whether or not one is currently facing a self-regulatory struggle.
Indeed, prior research documents that self-regulatory resources are
more likely to be recruited when a self-regulatory struggle emerges
(Kross & Ayduck, 2009; Kross, Gard, Deldin, Clifton, & Ayduk,
2012; Oyserman, 2015). Thus, individuals who are motivated to
reduce food consumption (e.g., dieters) might be particularly sensitive
to portion-size granularity, especially if granularity facilitates self-
regulation. One reason why losing weight is hard is because reducing
food consumption, although a viable pathway (McFerran & Mukho-
padhyay, 2013), requires self-regulation (Baumeister & Heatherton,
1996), in particular reduced consumption of calorically dense foods
(i.e., junk food; Klem, Wing, McGuire, Seagle, & Hill, 1997). Thus,
one possibility is that granularity of portion size might be particularly
effective at reducing food consumption for individuals with a weight
loss goal. Furthermore, because a regulatory struggle is more likely to
emerge for dieters in the face of calorically dense foods, consumption
of these foods in particular may be more impacted by changes in
self-regulation.

Finally, to the extent that people’s intentions predict their be-
havior (Ajzen & Fishbein, 1980; Fishbein & Ajzen, 1975; for
reviews see Nisson & Earl, in press; Sheppard, Hartwick, &
Warshaw, 1988), changes in consumption intentions resulting
from changes in the granularity of portion size descriptors should
also influence the amount that people actually consume. However,
the intentions-behavior link includes documented decay (Webb &
Sheeran, 2006). As such, the effect of granularity on behavior may
be attenuated compared with the effect of granularity on intentions.
These possibilities, however, have not yet been tested. The present
research aims to address this gap in the literature. Our goal is to
test whether a small change, such as reframing portion size units,
can influence food consumption by influencing people’s consump-
tion intentions. We hypothesize that this process operates by
changing people’s perceptions of portion size, which in turn,
facilitates self-regulation.

Current Studies

The University of Michigan Institutional Review Board Health
Sciences and Behavioral Sciences determined that all studies in
this paper were exempt from IRB Oversight (HUM 00077560). In
the current studies we test four core hypotheses derived from our
consideration of fine-grained versus gross-grained portion size
framing. First, people thinking about portions described with fine-
grained labels will have reduced consumption intentions compared

with people thinking about food described with gross-grained
labels. Second, changes in consumption intentions will produce
changes in food consumption. Third, people thinking about por-
tions described with fine-grained labels (“x pieces”) will estimate
that the food is larger (contains more calories, weighs more, costs
more, will take longer to eat) than people thinking about portions
described with gross-grained labels (“one serving”). We refer to
this as the perceptual hypothesis for the effects of granularity on
consumption intentions. However, we also examine if the effects
of granularity on consumption intentions may be driven by shifts
in construal level, referred to as the construal hypothesis. In
particular, the construal hypothesis would suggest that fine-grained
versus gross-grained labels may differentially influence the level at
which we process information (abstract to concrete). Indeed, prior
research on construal level theory (Trope & Liberman, 2010)
would predict that fine-grained descriptors would be processed more
concretely, whereas gross-grained descriptors would be processed
more abstractly, and that level of construal could influence judgments
and behavior. For instance, labeling food as “one serving” may
activate an abstract level of construal, whereby participants may eat
less food because consumption is easier to regulate than when food is
labeled at a concrete level “16 pieces” (Fujita & Roberts, 2010).
Finally, we investigate if portion size granularity impacts consump-
tion intentions by facilitating self-regulation. We approach this ques-
tion in two ways. First, we measure self-reported self-regulation to see
if granularity impacts perceptions of one’s ability to control consump-
tion. Second, to verify the impact of granularity on self-regulation, we
manipulated of self-regulation by shifting people’s interpretation of
difficulty (Oyserman, 2015). Theoretically, if granularity is impacting
self-regulation, the impact of the interpretation of difficulty manipu-
lation should be diminished after the fine-grained, but not the gross-
grained granularity manipulation. Finally, we test for a direct effect of
granularity on consumption. We test these hypotheses across three
field experiments, three online experimental surveys, and one labo-
ratory experiment.

Study 1: Fine-Grained Portion Size Labels Decrease
Consumption Intentions

Method

Sample and procedure. Our goal in the first study was to test
the hypothesis that presenting people with fine-grained (x pieces)
rather than gross-grained (one serving) portion size labels would
decrease their food consumption intentions. To test this prediction,
undergraduate research assistants approached adults (N � 80; 50%
male; ages 18–53, M � 20.54, SD � 5.10) in public areas around
the University of Michigan campus and asked them if they were
willing to participate in a taste test of tortilla chips. Our goal was
to obtain approximately 40 participants per condition in order to
ensure that our cell sizes were above the minimum recommended
by Simmons, Nelson, and Simonsohn (2011). To fit the cover story
of a taste test, participants were first given a “pretasting survey” on
which they reported on measures of ostensible interest including:
their current level of hunger, when was the last time they ate, what
types of snacks they typically consume, on average how many full
meals do they usually eat each day, on average how many snacks
do they usually eat each day, and what times during the day they
usually snack. We were not actually interested in these respons-
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es—the questions were asked merely to fit the cover story; nev-
ertheless, the exact measures are included in the online supple-
mental materials for interested readers.

After completing the pretasting survey, participants were ran-
domly assigned to one of two tasting conditions. In both condi-
tions, participants were given a Ziploc® bag with 11 tortilla chips;
this value was selected based on the recommended serving size
provided by the manufacturer. In the fine-grained (gross-grained)
condition, participants were told “Here are 11 chips (one serving
of chips); you can eat as much as you want, and after you’re done
eating, there is just one very brief survey for you. Just let me know
when you’re done eating.”

Post-taste test questionnaire. After participants finished tast-
ing, they filled out a brief “post-tasting survey” on which they
answered our dependent measures of interest as well as other filler
items. The main dependent measures are as follows.

Consumption intentions. To test the effect of information
granularity on consumption intentions, participants were asked
“How many servings (pieces) of these chips would you need to eat
in order to feel satisfied? _____ serving(s)/piece(s)” and “How
many servings (pieces) of these chips would you likely eat in one
sitting? _____ serving(s)/piece(s); � � .66.

Additional measures. In addition to our core measures of
interest, to fit the cover story of a taste test, we also asked
participants other questions about the chips they just tasted. This
includes asking participants “Do you think you’ve had these chips
before? (Y/N); How tasty are the chips you just sampled? (1� not
at all, 7 � extremely); How enjoyable was eating the chips? (1�
not at all; 7� extremely; How likely are you to buy these chips?
(1� not at all, 7� extremely); and How many calories do you
think are in each serving (each piece) of these chips? ____ calories
per serving/per chip.” Finally, we asked participants about demo-
graphic characteristics including their age and gender, whether or
not they are currently trying to modify their weight (either gain or
lose), and whether or not they have ever tried to modify their
weight (either gain or lose). These additional measures could serve
as potential individual differences that could moderate effects of
granularity on consumption intentions. We test for this possibility
in our analyses.

Analytic strategy. First, to create common metrics for analysis
of the dependent measures, responses were transformed to their gross-
grained equivalents (one serving). That is, participant responses from
the fine-grained (x pieces) condition were converted to gross-grained
units (e.g., consumption intentions for each chip were multiplied by
11 to arrive at the per serving estimate).

Second, we examined the distribution of the dependent variable
(consumption intentions) to ensure it met the normality and homoge-
neity of variance assumptions for our planned analytic strategy—
analysis of variance (ANOVA). We found the distribution to be
positively (right) skewed (consumption intentions: skewness � 2.94,
SE � .27, kurtosis � 11.75, SE � .54) and thus we transformed it to
the natural logarithm scale to achieve normal distributions for analy-
sis. Means are presented in the original units for ease of interpretation.

Third, we checked to verify that randomization was successful
in eliminating demographic differences across conditions. Ran-
domization was successful in eliminating differences in age (p �
.95), gender (p � .92), and weight loss goal (p � .16).

Results and Discussion

Fine-grained portion size labels reduce consumption intentions.
ANOVA revealed the predicted main effect of portion size gran-
ularity on consumption intentions F(1, 73) � 16.54, p � .001,
�p

2 � .19. Participants who were given a fine-grained label “11
tortilla chips” intended to eat less food (M � 0.85 servings, SD �
1.12, n � 40) than participants who were given a gross-grained
label “one serving of tortilla chips” (M � 1.67 servings, SD �
1.13, n � 37).

Moderation by individual differences. In addition to testing
for the predicted main effect of granularity on consumption inten-
tions, we conducted supplemental analyses to determine whether
or not the additional measures collected (e.g., food attitude ratings
and demographics) moderated the main effect.1 The only signifi-
cant moderator to emerge from these analyses was the extent to
which participants found the chips appetitive (granularity by ap-
petitive rating interaction), F(1, 63) � 7.04, p � 0.01, �p

2 � .10.
The effect of the granularity manipulation was largest for those
who did not find the chips appetitive (i.e., 1 SD below the mean on
appetitive rating, mean difference � 1.11, p � .001), moderate for
those who found the chips moderately appetitive (i.e., mean on
appetitive rating, mean difference � 0.65, p � .001), and nonsig-
nificant for those who found the chips to be highly appetitive (i.e.,
1 SD above the mean on appetitive rating, mean difference � 0.18,
p � 0.45). This result was unpredicted, and thus we will not
overinterpret it.

Results thus far demonstrate that overall, the granularity of
labels used to describe quantities of food has a large (Cohen, 1988)
effect on the amount of food people plan to consume, but that this
effect varies by at least one individual difference. More specifi-
cally, holding the quantity of food constant, participants who were
give “11 tortilla chips” planned to eat substantially (49.1%) fewer
chips in one sitting than participants given “one serving of tortilla
chips,” and this was particularly true for those who did not find
the chips to be particularly appetitive, or found them to be mod-
erately appetitive; granularity had no impact on those who found
the chips to be highly appetitive. These findings support the
predicted effect of fine-grained portion size labels on consumption
intentions, and revealed an interesting individual difference that
moderates that effect.

Prior research on the relation between attitudes and behavior has
documented that a very strong predictor of people’s behavior is
their behavioral intentions (for reviews, see Glasman & Albarra-
cin, 2006; Nisson & Earl, in press; Sheppard, Hartwick, & War-
shaw, 1988). That is, one way to predict how people will behave
is to ask what they intend to do. In Study 1 we found that having
people consider portion sizes with fine-grained labels detailing the
precise quantity of food in front of them led people to shift their
intentions toward eating less food. Given this finding and the prior
literature on the intention to behavior link, we next wondered
whether this shift in consumption intentions may actually influ-
ence actual consumption behavior. Taking the results of Study 1
and prior research on intentions-behavior consistency into account
(Webb & Sheeran, 2006), we predict a mediated effect of fine-

1 We thank an anonymous reviewer for proposing these supplemental
analyses.
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grained portion size labeling on food consumption such that par-
ticipants asked to consider portion sizes with fine-grained labels
will intend to eat less food, and actually eat less food than partic-
ipants asked to consider “one serving” of food. We test this
proposed process model in Studies 2a and 2b.

Studies 2a and 2b: Does the Impact of Portion Size
Granularity on Consumption Intentions Translate to

Actual Consumption?

Method

Sample and procedure. Studies 2a and 2b follow procedures
nearly identical to Study 1. Undergraduate research assistants
approached adults (Study 2a: N � 79; 46.8% male; ages 18–52,
M � 21.37, SD � 5.21; Study 2b: N � 79; 50.6% male; ages
18–38, M � 21.27, SD � 3.34) in public areas around the
University of Michigan campus and asked them if they were
willing to participate in a taste test of gummy candies (Study 2a)
or rice cakes (Study 2b). We selected a variety of food options to
ensure that any results would generalize across a variety of dimen-
sions including savory and sweet, as well as healthy and unhealthy.
Participants were first given the same “pretasting survey” from
Study 1. After completing the pretasting survey, participants were
randomly assigned to one of two tasting conditions. In both con-
ditions, participants were given a Ziploc® bag with 15 gummy
candies (Study 2a), or nine mini rice cakes (Study 2b); the values
were selected based on the recommended serving size of the food
provided by the manufacturers. In the fine-grained (gross-grained)
framing condition participants were told “Here are fifteen gummy
candies/ nine rice cakes (one serving of gummy candies/rice
cakes); you can eat as much as you want, and after you’re done
eating, there is just one very brief survey for you. Just let me know
when you’re done eating.” In addition to the measures used in
Study 1, in Studies 2a and 2b, the number of items consumed
during the taste test was recorded by a research assistant as a
measure of consumption.

Post-taste test questionnaire. After participants finished tast-
ing, they filled out a brief “post-tasting survey” on which they
answered our dependent measures of interest as well as other filler
items. The main dependent measures are as follows.

Consumption intentions. To test the effect of information
granularity on consumption intentions, participants were asked
“How many servings (pieces) of these [gummy candies/rice cakes]
would you need to eat in order to feel satisfied? ____serving(s)/
piece(s)” and “How many servings (pieces) of these [gummy
candies/rice cakes] would you likely eat in one sitting? ___serv-
ing(s)/ piece(s)” (Study 2a, � � .73; Study 2b, � � .80).

Consumption. To test the effect of portion size granularity on
consumption, at the end of the study, research assistants docu-
mented how many pieces of food participants consumed.

Additional measures. In addition to our core measures of
interest, as in Study 1, to fit the cover story of a taste test, we also
asked participants other questions about the gummy candies and
rice cakes they just tasted, in addition to other process variables
that could test alternative hypotheses. This included asking partic-
ipants parallel questions from Study 1: “Do you think you’ve had
these gummy candies/rice cakes before? (Y/N); How tasty are the

gummy candies/rice cakes you just sampled? (1� not at all, 7 �
extremely); How enjoyable was eating the gummy candies/rice
cakes? (1� not at all; 7� extremely); How likely are you to buy
these gummy candies/rice cakes? (1� not at all, 7� extremely);
and How many calories do you think are in each serving (each
piece) of these gummy candies/rice cakes? ____calories per serv-
ing/per gummy candy/rice cake.” Furthermore, to account for
other individual differences participants also answered Wansink,
Painter, and North’s (2005) consumption monitoring questions,
and two questions to assess participants’ motivation to regulate
their consumption. We measured two components of regulation—
initiating consumption: “How easy would it be to eat (15, nine, one
serving) of these [gummy candies, rice cakes]? (1� not at all, 7 �
very easy)” and inhibiting consumption: “How difficult would it be
to eat only (15, nine, one serving) of these [gummy candies, rice
cakes]? (1� not at all, 7 � very difficult).” Finally, we asked
participants about demographic characteristics including their age
and gender, whether or not they are currently trying to modify their
weight (either gain or lose), and whether or not they have ever tried
to modify their weight (either gain or lose). We tested the possi-
bility that these variables moderate effects of granularity on con-
sumption intentions and consumption.

Analytic strategy. First, as in Study 1, to create common
metrics for analysis of the critical dependent measures, responses
were transformed to their gross-grained equivalents (one serving).

Second, for ease of interpretation and comparison across studies,
the behavioral measure (food consumption) was standardized to the
percent participants ate of what they could have eaten (i.e., [amount
eaten/amount possible] � 100); in other words, a participant who ate
five of the 15 gummy candies/nine mini rice cakes would have
amount eaten percentages of 33% or 56%, respectively.

Third, we examined the distribution of each measured variable
(consumption intentions, consumption) to ensure they met the nor-
mality and homogeneity of variance assumptions for our planned
analytic strategy—analysis of variance (ANOVA). We found the
distributions of each of these variables in both studies to be positively
(right) skewed (Study 2a consumption intentions: skewness � 8.17,
SE � .27, kurtosis � 69.69, SE � .54; Study 2a consumption:
skewness � 3.75, SE � .27, kurtosis � 16.32, SE � .54; Study 2b
consumption intentions: skewness � 2.37, SE � .27, kurtosis � 7.46,
SE � .54; Study 2b consumption: skewness � 3.46, SE � .27,
kurtosis � 15.51, SE � .54) and thus, we transformed them to the
natural logarithm scale to achieve normal distributions for analysis.

Fourth, we checked to verify that randomization was successful
in eliminating demographic differences across conditions. In Study
2a, randomization was successful in eliminating differences in age
(p � .15) and weight loss goal (p � .23), but was unsuccessful in
eliminating gender differences, �2(1, N � 79) � 4.56, p � .033—
there were substantially more women than men in the gross-
grained servings condition (65% vs. 35%, respectively) and sub-
stantially more men than women in the fine-grained pieces
condition (59% vs. 41%, respectively). We will control for gender
in the main analyses in Study 2a. In Study 2b, randomization was
successful in eliminating differences in gender (p � .58) and
weight loss goal (p � .81), but was unsuccessful in eliminating
differences in age (p � .017)—participants in the gross-grained
servings condition were an average of 2 years older (M � 22.12
years old, SD � 3.80, n � 41) than participants in the fine-grained
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pieces condition (M � 20.34 years old, SD � 38, n � 38). We will
control for age in the main analyses in Study 2b.

Results and Discussion

Replicating consumption intentions effect. To verify that
the consumption intentions effect found in Study 1 replicated, we
tested the effects of fine-grained versus gross-grained portion size
framing on consumption intentions using ANOVA. Replicating
Study 1, controlling for gender (p � .16), participants in Study 2a
who received “15 gummy candies” reported intentions to eat fewer
gummy candies (M � 0.55 servings, SD � 1.13, n � 38) than
participants who were given “one serving of gummy candies”
(M � 1.47 servings, SD � 1.12, n � 40) F(1, 75) � 33.53, p �
.001, �p

2 � .31. The same patterns replicated in Study 2b. Con-
trolling for age (p � .60), participants who received “nine mini
rice cakes” reported intentions to eat fewer rice cakes in one sitting
(M � 0.41 servings, SD � 1.11, n � 36) than participants who
were given “one serving of mini rice cakes” (M � 1.34 servings,
SD � 1.10, n � 41) F(1, 74) � 65.74, p � .001, �p

2 � .47.
Moderation by individual differences. In addition to testing

for the predicted main effect of granularity on consumption inten-
tions, we conducted supplemental analyses to determine whether
or not the additional measures collected (e.g., food attitude ratings,
and demographics) moderated the main effect. For gummy candies
(Study 2a), the significant moderators that emerged from these
analyses were Wansink et al.’s (2005) consumption monitoring
index (granularity by consumption monitoring interaction p �
.019) and our measure of consumption inhibition—how difficult
participants thought it would be to eat only 15 gummy candies
(granularity by consumption inhibition interaction p � .02). These
interactions revealed the following patterns of results. First, the
effect of granularity on consumption intentions was stronger for
those who closely monitor their consumption (i.e., 1 SD above the
mean on consumption intentions, mean difference � 1.37, p �
.001) than for those who do not closely monitor their consumption
(i.e., 1 SD below the mean on consumption intentions, mean
difference � .59, p � .014). Second, the effect of granularity on
consumption intentions was stronger for participants who found it
more difficult to inhibit their consumption of gummy candies (i.e.,
1 SD above the mean on consumption inhibition, mean differ-
ence � .96, p � .001) than for participants who found it easier to
inhibit their consumption (i.e., 1 SD below the mean on consump-
tion inhibition, mean difference � .73, p � .002). For mini rice
cakes (Study 2b), the only significant moderator to emerge was the
measure of consumption initiation—how easy participants thought
it would be to eat nine rice cakes in one sitting (granularity by
consumption initiation interaction p � .001). This interaction
revealed that the effect of granularity on consumption intentions
was stronger for participants who found it easier to initiate con-
sumption of rice cakes (i.e., 1 SD above the mean on consumption
initiation, mean difference � 1.07, p � .001) than for participants
who found it difficult to initiate consumption (i.e., 1 SD below the
mean on consumption initiation, mean difference � 0.83, p �
.001). Taken together, these findings provide preliminary evidence
that the effects of the granularity manipulation on consumption
intentions are exacerbated when participants are focused on food
consumption. In particular, increased consumption monitoring, as
well as difficulty stopping intake of unhealthy foods, and ease of

initiating consumption of healthy foods all facilitate the effects of
the granularity manipulation on consumption intentions.

Results thus far have replicated the effects of portion size
granularity on consumption intentions, demonstrating that the ef-
fect of fine-grained portion size labels reduce the amount of food
people intend to consume across three different food types (tortilla
chips, gummy candies, and mini rice cakes). In addition, supple-
mental analyses revealed that the size of the effect varies by the
interaction of individual differences in consumption monitoring,
self-regulation, and food type. Specifically, when participants were
in a situation in which they were tasting highly appetitive (gummy
candy, MAppetizing Rating � 4.85, SD � 1.19) unhealthy food
(gummy candy, MHealth Rating � 2.36, SD � 1.23), the effect of
granularity on consumption intentions was moderated by the ex-
tent to which participants monitor their consumption and are
motivated to resist/inhibit consumption of that food. On the other
hand, when participants were in a situation in which they were
tasting unappetitive (rice cakes, MAppetizing Rating � 3.68, SD �
1.33) healthy food (rice cakes, MHealth Rating � 5.22, SD � 1.21),
the effect of granularity on consumption intentions was moderated
by their motivation to begin/initiate consumption of that food.

Consumption intentions mediate effects of portion size gran-
ularity on consumption. The following analyses tests the pro-
posed mediational pathway examining the effects of portion size
granularity on actual consumption via consumption intentions. In
these analyses, granularity (fine-grained vs. gross-grained) is the
independent variable, food consumption (percent of food eaten) is
the dependent variable, and consumption intentions is the media-
tor. To have sufficient statistical power to detect a mediated effect,
we pooled responses from Studies 2a and 2b for the mediation
analysis. For these analyses we used PROCESS for SPSS v2.13.2
Model 4 with 10,000 bootstrap samples (Hayes, 2013).

Before presenting results of the mediation analyses, we feel it is
important to acknowledge that there was not a significant direct effect
of granularity on consumption in the current studies (Study 2a serv-
ings: M � 19.5%, SD � 20.11, n � 40; pieces: M � 17.95%, SD �
10.61, n � 39; p � .72; Study 2b servings: M � 12.26%, SD � 5.52,
n � 41; pieces: M � 11.99%, SD � 5.85, n � 38; p � 0.98), though
the patterns are in the predicted direction (those presented with fine-
grained labels consumed less than those presented with gross-grained
labels). Readers familiar with the Baron and Kenny (1986) tradition of
mediation model testing may wonder why then, in the absence of
direct effects, we would continue to test for mediation because there
are “no effects to be mediated.” Our rationale is guided by (a) theories
of behavior change and (b) modern theories and empirical evidence of
necessary conditions for mediation analysis.

First, given the large body of research suggesting that many factors
combine to influence behavior (i.e., theory of planned behavior and
theory of reasoned action, for a recent review, see Nisson & Earl, in
press) we would not expect such a small change (labeling a portion
“one serving” vs. “x pieces”) to have a large direct effect on behavior.
In fact, the dominant psychological models of behavior change, most
notably the theories of reasoned action and planned behavior, have
consistently demonstrated that there are many individual level and
situational factors that combine to influence behavior. Systematic and
meta-analytic reviews of that research show that it is rare for one to
get a direct effect on behavior that is not mediated by factors such as
people’s subjective perceptions and intentions (Ajzen, 1985; Nisson
& Earl, in press; Sheppard et al., 1988). Furthermore, the link between
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intentions and behavior often decays (Webb & Sheeran, 2006). Thus,
the null direct effect of granularity on behavior found in the current
study is consistent with prior research on behavior change. We might
only expect an indirect effect on behavior through prior documented
pathways such as intentions (in this case, food consumption inten-
tions). However, one possible limitation is that the current studies
were underpowered to detect a small behavioral effect. To address this
issue, we propose an adequately powered study to examine the direct
link between granularity and food consumption in Study 6.

Second, modern theoretical and empirical work on mediation
model testing has demonstrated that the Baron and Kenny (1986)
rule of thumb claiming that mediation is only possible and thus
should only be tested after finding a direct effect is more of a myth
than a statistical truth (see Hayes, 2009, 2013; Preacher & Hayes,
2008; Zhao, Lynch, & Chen, 2010). For a variety of reasons,
explained most clearly by Zhao et al. (2010), the sole criterion of
mediation is documentation of an indirect effect; if such an indirect
effect is found, that provides evidence in support of mediation,
even in the absence of a direct effect. For these theoretical and
empirical reasons, we proceeded to test our predicted mediational
pathways.

Mediation analyses support the predicted pathway from granu-
larity to consumption via consumption intentions as evidenced by
the bias corrected 95% confidence interval for the indirect effects
excluding zero (95% CI [�.1361, �.0129]; see Figure 1 for point
estimates from the mediation model). Participants presented with
fine-grained portion size labels intended to eat less food, and did
in fact eat less than participants presented with gross-grained
portion size labels. These results demonstrate that although the
granularity of portion size labels may not have a direct effect on
consumption, granularity does indirectly influence consumption
by nudging people to eat less (fine-grained labels) or more (gross-
grained labels) food. That is, the granularity of portion size labels
changes people’s intentions to consume. Those intentions then
guide people’s behavior, consistent with prior research on behavior
change (Nisson & Earl, in press). One alternative possibility is that
the direct effect exists, but we did not have sufficient statistical
power to detect it. We test for this possibility in Study 6.

Study 3: Investigating Mechanisms by Which
Granularity Influences Consumption Judgments

What is the mechanism by which granularity triggers this cas-
cade that leads to consumption behavior change? Considering
findings from prior research on informational granularity (e.g.,
Lewis & Oyserman, 2015; Zhang & Schwarz, 2012, 2013), two
processes seem plausible, but have not yet been tested in previous
studies on granularity. On one hand, the granularity of labels used
to describe objects (food in this case) could influence our percep-
tions of the size of objects similarly to how other situational factors

influence perceptions of size (e.g., Draw a Quarter Study; Bruner
& Goodman, 1947). We propose these potential differences in size
perception as a perceptual hypothesis which may explain the
current granularity effects.

On the other hand, a construal hypothesis would suggest that
fine-grained versus gross-grained labels may differentially influ-
ence the level at which we process information (abstract to con-
crete). Specifically, in contrast to the perceptual hypothesis, chang-
ing portion size descriptions may influence consumption by
operating through shifts in psychological distance (Trope & Liber-
man, 2010). Either process—perceptual or construal—could plau-
sibly explain variance in the granularity effects found in these (and
potentially other) studies, but research to date has not directly
tested these possibilities. The goal of Study 3 is to address this gap
in the literature, and explain the underlying psychological mech-
anism driving the present granularity effects.

Pilot Testing

To test the perceptual hypothesis, we created and piloted a
measure to capture the construct “food size.” For this measure,
participants evaluated several intentionally disparate metrics that
seemed related to the construct (i.e., weight, consumption time,
cost, price, and calorie estimates). We chose a variety of size
metrics to increase the validity of our construct. This would give
us confidence in the measure, as prior research demonstrates that
multiple measures are a more valid approach to measuring latent
constructs than using single items (Fabrigar, MacDonald, & We-
gener, 2005; Schwarz & Oyserman, 2001).

To test whether these metrics all indeed capture the same
underlying construct, we recruited 81 participants from Amazon’s
Mechanical Turk to view images of gummy candies and baby
carrots and make several estimates of food size by answering the
following questions: “How much do you think these gummy
candies [baby carrots]? weigh ___ oz.; How much would you pay
for these gummy candies [baby carrots]? $___; How long would it
take you to finish eating these gummy candies [baby carrots]? ___
minute(s); How much do you think these gummy candies [baby
carrots] cost? $___; and How many calories do you think are in
each serving [piece] of these gummy candies [baby carrots]?” We
conducted a reliability analysis on the responses to these questions,
which confirmed that these items did measure the same underlying
construct as evidenced by a high level of internal reliability (Cron-
bach’s alpha � .78). This gave us confidence that these items
could be combined to create an index of food size, which could
serve as a measure to test the perceptual hypothesis in Study 3.

Method

Sample and procedure. To test whether the effects of gran-
ularity documented in the first three studies operate by changing
perceptions of food size or levels of construal, we recruited adults
(N � 200; 52.5% male, ages 19–69 M � 32.4, SD � 9.03) from
Amazon’s Mechanical Turk to take a “snack rating survey.” Par-
ticipants viewed images containing 16 gummy candies in a 2
(Fine-Grained, Gross-Grained) � 2 (Construal First, Construal
Last) between-subjects randomized factorial design. All partici-
pants saw the same images, but in the fine-grained condition, the
images were labeled “16 Gummy Candies” whereas in the gross-

 Consumption 
Intentions 

Consumption Fine-Grained 
Portion Label 

-.52*** .13* 

Figure 1. Studies 2a and 2b. Mediation model depicting the process by
which portion size granularity influences consumption intentions. Coeffi-
cients are unstandardized regression coefficients from the PROCESS
model. � p � .05. ��� p � .001.
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grained condition, the images were labeled “One Serving of
Gummy Candies.” The order of the construal measure was also
manipulated such that half of the participants saw their image of
gummy candies (with either a fine or gross-grained label) then
immediately filled out the construal measure, whereas the other
half saw their image and answered questions about the image then
later completed the construal measure. This order was manipulated
as our second factor to ensure that failure to find a construal effect
could not be attributed to the measure being too far away from the
prime (Kanten, 2011; Maglio & Trope, 2011).

To test the perceptual hypothesis, participants answered the same
questions described above in the pilot: “How much do you think these
gummy candies weigh? ___ oz.; How much would you pay for these
gummy candies? $___; How long would it take you to finish eating
these gummy candies? ___minute(s); How much do you think these
gummy candies cost? $___; and How many calories do you think are
in each serving [piece] of these gummy candies?” These questions
again formed a reliable index of food size (Cronbach’s alpha � .64).

To test the construal hypothesis, participants completed the
Behavioral Identification Form (BIF; Vallacher & Wegner, 1989).
The BIF is a 25-item scale designed to distinguish between two
types of construals of different behaviors. Low-level construals
emphasize how to do the action, the means of achieving the action,
and the details of the action whereas high-level construals empha-
size why the action is performed, the motives behind the action,
and the meaning of the action. For example, “making a list” could
be construed as writing things down (low level construal) or as
getting organized (high level construal). The sum of the high-level
construal choices serves as the measure of construal, with higher
sums indicating high level of construal and lower sums indicating
low level of construal. Participants always completed the BIF after
the granularity manipulation, and either before or after answering
questions about the food image.

Participants also answered the consumption intentions questions
(“how many servings/pieces of these gummy candies would you
need to eat in order to feel satisfied; how many servings/pieces of
these gummy candies would you likely eat in one sitting”; � � .82)
that were asked in the first three studies. Finally, participants
answered demographic questions.

Analytic strategy. First, to create common metrics for anal-
ysis of the dependent measures, we transformed responses to their
gross-grained equivalents (one serving), consistent with the prior
three studies. That is, we converted participant responses from the
fine-grained (x pieces) conditions to gross-grained units (e.g.,
consumption intentions for each gummy candy were multiplied by
16 to arrive at the per serving estimate).

Second, we examined the distribution of each variable to ensure
that they met the normality and homogeneity of variance assump-
tion for our planned analytic strategy (ANOVAs and mediation
model testing). We found the distributions of each variable to be
positively (right) skewed (perceived weight: skewness � 6.64,
SE � .17, kurtosis � 65.87, SE � .35; willingness to pay:
skewness � 7.26, SE � .17, kurtosis � 63.59, SE � .34; estimated
time to consume: skewness � 14.04, SE � .17, kurtosis � 197.90,
SE � .34; perceived cost: skewness � 12.32, SE � .17, kurtosis �
163.16, SE � .34; perceived calories: skewness � 6.43, SE � .17,
kurtosis � 47.38, SE � .34; consumption intentions: skewness �
3.06, SE � .17, kurtosis � 11.69, SE � .34) and thus we trans-

formed them to the natural logarithm scale to achieve normal
distributions for analysis.

Third, we checked and found that patterns are consistent with or
without demographic controls, thus for the interest of parsimony,
we exclude demographic controls from the main analyses pre-
sented. Results with controls are presented in the online supple-
mental materials for interested readers.

Results and Discussion

Replicating consumption intentions effect. To verify that
the consumption intentions effects found in the first three studies
replicated in this new sample, we tested the effects of fine-grained
versus gross-grained portion size framing on consumption inten-
tions using ANOVA. Replicating the first three studies, partici-
pants who saw the image of gummy candies with the label “16
Gummy Candies” reported intentions to eat fewer gummy candies
(M � 0.74 servings, SD � 1.93, n � 100) than participants who
saw the same image with the label “One Serving of Gummy
Candies” (M � 2.05 servings, SD � 1.84, n � 100) F(1, 196) �
125.72, p � .001, �p

2 � .39. There was no effect of the order in
which participants answered questions (p � .47), nor did order inter-
act with granularity (p � .99). Given that this effect replicated from
the prior studies, we next tested the effects of granularity on the
proposed mediators—perceived food size and level of construal.

Fine-grained portion size labels increase perceived food size.
ANOVA revealed the predicted main effect of portion size gran-
ularity on perceived food size, F(1, 196) � 14.67, p � .001, �p

2 �
.07. Participants who saw the image of gummy candies with the
label “16 Gummy Candies” perceived it to be larger than partici-
pants who saw the same image with the label “One Serving of
Gummy Candies” (see Figure 2). Perceived size was not influ-
enced by the order in which participants answered questions (p �
.65), nor did order interact with granularity to influence perceived
size (p � .71). These results suggest that seeing food with fine-
grained portion size labels leads people to perceive the food as
larger—to see it as weighing more, taking longer to consume,
costing more, being a higher price, and being more calorie dense
than seeing the same food with gross-grained labels. This implies
that changes in perceived size could plausibly mediate effects of
granularity on consumption intentions. What about construal?
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Figure 2. Perceived food size by granularity condition. Dark gray bars
indicate the gross-grained “serving” condition in each study whereas light
gray bars indicate the fine-grained “pieces” condition. Error bars indicate
plus and minus one standard error of the mean.
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Granularity does not change level of construal. ANOVA
revealed that portion size granularity had no effect on participants’
level of construal (p � .78). Question order also did not influence
construal (p � .56), nor did the interaction between granularity and
question order (p � .31).2

Mediation model testing: Perceived size mediates effects of
granularity on consumption intentions. Results thus far repli-
cated the effects of granularity on consumption intentions, and doc-
umented that granularity also influences perceived food size, but not
level of construal. To test whether changes in perceived food size
mediate the effects of granularity on consumption intentions, we
conducted a mediation analysis using PROCESS for SPSS v2.13.2
Model 4 with 10,000 bootstrap samples (Hayes, 2013). In this anal-
ysis, portion size granularity was the independent variable, perceived
size was the mediator, and consumption intentions was the dependent
variable. Mediation analysis revealed that perceived food size medi-
ated the effects of portion size granularity on consumption intentions
as evidenced by the bias corrected 95% CI excluding zero
[�.0663, �.0034]. As illustrated in Figure 3, seeing the fine-grained
portion size label (“16 Gummy Candies”) rather than gross-grained
label (“One Serving of Gummy Candies”) made people perceive the
portion as larger. Because the fine-grained portion was perceived to
be larger, participants intended to eat less of it.

Interim Discussion: Studies 1–3

Findings across the studies presented thus far document that the
granularity of labels used to describe portion sizes influences
people’s consumption intentions and behavior by changing their
perceptions of the size of the portion. Using fine-grained rather
than gross-grained portion size labels leads people to perceive
portions as larger, lowers their consumption intentions, and ulti-
mately their consumption. These findings contribute to our basic
understanding of the influence of information granularity on judg-
ment and behavior (e.g., Lewis & Oyserman, 2015; Zhang &
Schwarz, 2012, 2013) by highlighting a novel mechanism by
which granularity effects can operate—by changing the perception
of the size of objects.

One thing that remains unclear however is the utility of these
findings for application. We began this article by discussing the
obesity epidemic (CDC, 2011; NIH, 1998) and the need for under-
standing how cues like information granularity may contribute to it,
yet our results thus far have made no statements about the connection
between granularity and obesity. This is because we first needed to
understand the basic relationship between portion size granularity and
consumption and the underlying process that explains that connection.
Having documented that process in the initial studies, we can now
focus on the connection between granularity and obesity by examin-

ing the relationship between granularity and obesity related processes
such as the self-regulation of consumption.

Studies 4 and 5: The Impact of Granularity on
Self-Regulation

A large body of research suggests that struggles related to self-
regulation are a major contributor to overeating and obesity
(Baumeister & Heatherton, 1996; Graziano, Calkins, & Keane, 2010;
Israel, Guile, Baker, & Silverman, 1994; Stroebe, 2008). That is, one
reason people eat too much unhealthy food and become obese is that
they struggle with inhibiting their consumption; once they start eating
hedonic unhealthy food, it is difficult to stop (Wing & Pelan, 2005).
This pattern of behavior occurs even for those who are motivated to
lose weight (Stroebe, 2008). We wondered whether granularity may
play a role in this self-regulatory process. Specifically, we were
curious as to whether changing the granularity of portion size labels
may change dieters’ motivation to regulate their consumption, and
whether such a shift in motivation might actually help individuals
reduce their consumption of unhealthy foods.

Why would this occur? In their prior studies on the effects of
temporal granularity on saving for long term goals, Lewis and
Oyserman (2015) found that when people thought about the future
in fine-grained time metrics (e.g., days), they planned to start
saving for future events sooner (Studies 3–5) and discounted the
future less (Study 7) than when people thought about the future in
gross-grained time metrics (e.g., years). Planning and temporal
discounting are suggestive of self-regulatory processes (Duck-
worth & Seligman, 2005), however, a pathway from granularity to
behavior as a function of self-regulation has not yet been tested.

In the food domain, unhealthy packaged food often comes with
labels that highlight the nutrition facts for “one serving” of food
(U.S. Food & Drug Administration, 2014); that is, the default way
of packaging unhealthy foods is to use labels with gross-grained
portion size information. Given the findings of our initial studies
documenting effects of granularity on consumption, the default
gross-grained labeling of portion sizes, the findings by Lewis and
Oyserman (2015) that gross-grained labels make it more difficult
for people to plan, and the findings by obesity researchers that
self-regulation is a major struggle in the fight against obesity, we
next sought to investigate the links between these factors to un-
derstand what role portion size granularity may play in the obesity
epidemic. Based on prior research examining self-regulation, we
would expect that self-regulation should only be required under
conditions of regulatory struggle (Kross & Ayduck, 2009; Kross et
al., 2012; Oyserman, 2015). For this investigation, we sought to
examine the influences of granularity in the context of a regulatory
struggle (e.g., the presence of calorically dense foods) with the most
relevant population (e.g., individuals who are currently trying to lose
weight). For Studies 4 and 5, we recruited participants with current
weight loss goals to test the granularity-to-self regulation pathways. In
Study 4, we measured the regulatory pathway whereas in Study 5 we

2 If we analyze instead as a repeated-measures ANOVA, we find essen-
tially the same thing. Although the omnibus interaction between the
measure (BIF, food size) and granularity is nonsignificant (p � 0.93), the
simple effects replicate the findings reported. Granularity has an effect on
perceived food size (p � .004) but not on level of construal (p � .60).

 

 
Perceived 
Food Size 

Consumption 
Intentions 

Fine-Grained 
Portion Label 

.18*** -.15* 

-.48*** 

Figure 3. Study 3. Mediation model depicting the process by which
portion size granularity influences consumption intentions. Coefficients are
unstandardized regression coefficients from the PROCESS model. � p �
.05. ��� p � .001.
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manipulated self-regulation to test the causal link between granularity
and self-regulation.

Study 4: Fine-Grained Portion Size Labels Facilitate
Self-Regulation

Method

Sample and procedure. We recruited adults with weight loss
goals (N � 160, 52% male, age range 18–71, M � 32.23, SD �
10.84) from Amazon’s Mechanical Turk to take a “snack rating
survey.” After screening to ensure that participants were currently
trying to lose weight, we randomly assigned participants to one of
two rating conditions (fine-grained, gross-grained). All partici-
pants saw and rated images of 16 gummy candies and 16 baby
carrots (order was counterbalanced) but the labels of those images
varied depending on condition. Consistent with the prior studies,
participants in the fine-grained condition saw the images with the
labels “16 Gummy Candies” and “16 Baby Carrots” whereas
participants in the gross-grained condition saw the images with the
labels “One Serving of Gummy Candies” and “One Serving of
Baby Carrots.” After viewing the images, participants answered
the questions detailed next.

One concern may be that because the platform is set up to
complete tasks, Mechanical Turk participants often complete mul-
tiple tasks and hence can be “non-naïve” participants, who have
already completed similar studies and received debriefing feed-
back. This can alter results, usually by suppressing effect sizes
(Chandler, Mueller, & Paolacci, 2014; Chandler, Paolacci, Peer,
Mueller, & Ratliff, in press). Capture-recapture analysis suggests
that the effective size of the active Mechanical Turk population
that a typical laboratory can access is about 7,300 and it takes
about 7 months for half of workers to leave the Mechanical Turk
pool and be replaced by new ones (Stewart et al., 2015). This
means that if researchers are not careful, they could end up
sampling the same participants over and over, diminishing their
data quality. To avoid this problem, we use Mechanical Turk’s
built in “qualification” system to restrict participants from com-
pleting related studies. For the current case, that means that each
participant could only have completed one of the four studies that
make up the pooled dataset (pilot to Study 3, as well as Studies
3–5), because all four contained the same granularity manipula-
tion. For more details on how to employ this screening method, see
Paolacci, Chandler, and Ipeirotis (2010).

To test the effects of information granularity on self-regulation,
participants were asked “How difficult would it be to eat only one
serving (16 pieces) of gummy candies/ baby carrots?” on 1 (not at
all difficult) to 7 (very difficult) scales.

Participants also answered the same consumption intentions
(“How many servings/pieces of these gummy candies/baby carrots
would you need to eat in order to feel satisfied; how many
servings/pieces of these gummy candies/baby carrots would you
likely eat in one sitting”), and demographic questions that were
asked in the prior studies.

Analytic strategy. First, to create common metrics for anal-
ysis of the dependent measures, we transformed relevant responses
(consumption intentions) from the fine-grained (x pieces) condi-
tions to gross-grained units (e.g., consumption intentions for each

gummy candy were multiplied by 16 to arrive at the per serving
estimate).

Second, we examined the distribution of each variable to ensure
that they met the normality and homogeneity of variance assumption
for our planned analytic strategy (ANOVA and mediation model
testing). Consistent with the prior studies, consumption intentions
were positively skewed (consumption intentions—gummy candies:
skewness � 12.60, SE � .19, kurtosis � 159.78, SE � .38; consump-
tion intentions—baby carrots: skewness � 12.35, SE � .19, kurto-
sis � 154.57, SE � .38) and thus we transformed it to the natural
logarithm scale to achieve normal distributions for analysis.

Third, we checked to verify that randomization was successful
in eliminating demographic differences across conditions. Ran-
domization was successful in eliminating differences in age (p �
.43), gender (p � .43), education (p � .28), income (p � .69), and
race (p � .08).

Fourth, we checked and found that patterns were consistent with
or without demographic controls, and thus for the interest of
parsimony we exclude demographic controls from the main anal-
yses presented. Results with controls are presented in the online
supplemental materials for interested readers.

Finally, in a check at the end of the survey, six participants
indicated that they were either not currently trying to modify their
weight or were trying to gain weight. We excluded them from our
analysis and thus our final n � 154.

Results and Discussion

Replicating consumption intentions effect. To verify that
the consumption intentions effects found in the initial studies
replicated with this new population of dieters, we tested the effects
of fine-grained versus gross-grained portion size framing on con-
sumption intentions using ANOVA. Replicating the earlier studies,
for both gummy candies, F(1, 152) � 25.02, p � .001, �p

2 � .14;
and baby carrots, F(1, 152) � 56.74, p � .001, �p

2 � .19, partic-
ipants who saw images of the foods with fine-grained labels
reported intentions to eat less (MGummy Candies � 1.67 servings,
SD � 1.06, n � 76; MCarrots � 1.59 servings, SD � 1.04, n � 76)
than participants who saw the same images with gross-grained
labels (MGummy Candies � 2.49 servings, SD � 1.06, n � 78;
MCarrots � 2.43 servings, SD � 1.04, n � 78).

For dieters, granularity facilitates inhibiting consumption of
unhealthy, but not healthy, food. To test the self-regulation
hypothesis, we used ANOVA to assess the effects of portion size
granularity on the regulation of both unhealthy (gummy candies)
and healthy (baby carrots) food for people with weight loss goals.
The first ANOVA revealed a main effect of granularity on regu-
lation of unhealthy (gummy) food consumption, F(1, 152) � 6.05,
p � .015, �p

2 � .04, whereby participants found it easier (less
difficult) to eat only 16 pieces of gummy candies (fine-grained)
than to eat only one serving of gummy candies (gross-grained),
despite those being the same amount. No such effect was revealed
in the second ANOVA which tested the same effect with baby
carrots (p � .12).

Mediation model testing: Self-regulation mediates effects of
granularity on consumption intentions. Results thus far have
replicated the effects of granularity on consumption intentions for
both the healthy and unhealthy food, and documented that granularity
also influences self-regulation for unhealthy (but not healthy) food. To
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test whether changes in self-regulation mediate effects of granularity
on intentions to consume unhealthy food (gummy candies), we con-
ducted a mediation analysis using PROCESS for SPSS v 2.13.2
Model 4 with 10,000 bootstrap samples (Hayes, 2013). In this anal-
ysis, portion size granularity was the independent variable, self-
regulation was the mediator, and consumption intentions was the
dependent variable. Mediation analysis revealed that self-regulation
mediated the effect of portion size granularity on consumption inten-
tion of unhealthy food as evidenced by the bias corrected 95% CI
excluding zero [�.0747, �.0074]. We did not test for the indirect
effect for the healthy food (carrots) because the granularity manipu-
lation had no effect of our proposed mediator of self-regulation for the
healthy food.

Seeing the fine-grained (“16 gummy candies”) rather than
gross-grained (“one serving of gummy candies”) portion size label
made it easier for participants to inhibit their consumption of the
unhealthy food, and thus they intended to eat less of it. These
results provide preliminary evidence that in addition to changing
people’s perceptions of portion sizes (Study 3), another process by
which granularity may impact consumption is by enabling indi-
viduals to better regulate their consumption behavior. To verify
that granularity does in fact interact with self-regulation in this
way, we decided to conduct another experiment in which we
manipulate (rather than measure) self-regulation directly to obtain
causal evidence for the granularity-to-regulation link.

Study 5: Fine-Grained Portion Size Labels Eliminate
the Need for Additional Consumption

Regulation Strategies

Method

Another way of examining mediation, in addition to the corre-
lation measures presented in Study 4, is to directly manipulate the
proposed mediator (Spencer, Zanna, & Fong, 2005). In Study 5,
we manipulated self-regulation by changing participants’ interpre-
tation of experienced difficulty. Interpretations of experienced
difficulty (as importance or impossibility) are mindsets that can be
shifted to promote or undermine persistence toward desired end
states (Lewis & Oyserman, 2016; Oyserman, 2015; Smith &
Oyserman, 2015). Experimentally guiding (priming) people to
interpret difficulty as importance has been shown to enhance
self-regulatory behaviors, increasing persistence toward difficult
goals (Aelenei, Lewis, & Oyserman, 2017), whereas guiding peo-
ple to interpret difficulty as impossibility does the opposite—it
undermines persistence (Smith & Oyserman, 2015). In line with
previous work on interpretation of difficulty, the effect of the
manipulation should only be observable under conditions of reg-
ulatory struggle (Oyserman, 2015). That is, to the extent that the
granularity manipulation is facilitating self-regulation, the impact
of the interpretation of difficulty manipulation should be weakened
or nonsignificant. If, however, portion size granularity is not
facilitating self-regulation, the impact of the interpretation of dif-
ficulty manipulation should be equivalent across both fine-grained
and gross-grained conditions.

Sample and procedure. We recruited adults with weight loss
goals (N � 300, 54.7% male, age range 18–74, M � 34.13, SD �
11.66) from Amazon’s Mechanical Turk to take a “snack rating

survey.” After screening to ensure that participants were currently
trying to lose weight, we randomly assigned participants to view
and rate images of 16 gummy candies in one of six conditions in
a 3 (Difficulty Means Importance, Difficulty Means Impossibility,
Control) � 2 (Fine-grained, Gross-Grained) between-subjects fac-
torial design.

Self-regulation was manipulated by priming people to interpret
difficulty in one of two ways (or control; Aelenei et al., 2017;
Oyserman, Novin, Smith, Elmore, & Nurra, 2016; Smith & Oyser-
man, 2015). To prime interpretation of difficulty, participants rated
their agreement with four statements on scales from 1 (strongly
disagree) to 7 (strongly agree). In the difficulty means importance
condition, participants rated their agreement with the following
four statements: “Some weight loss tasks feel easy and some feel
difficult. My gut tells me that if it feels difficult, it is important for
me; I know in my gut that if a weight loss task feels difficult it is
really important for me; I know that weight loss tasks that feel
difficult are the important ones for me; A feeling of difficulty
means that it’s probably important.” In the difficulty means im-
possibility condition, participants rated their agreement with the
following four statements: “Some weight loss tasks feel easy and
some feel difficult. My gut tells me that if it feels difficult, it is
impossible for me; I know in my gut that if a weight loss task feels
difficult it is not possible for me; I know that weight loss tasks that
feel difficult are the impossible ones for me; A feeling of difficulty
means that it’s probably impossible.” Participants in the control
condition rated their agreement with four statements unrelated to
interpretation of difficulty: “I think breakfast is an important meal;
I like to eat a hot meal on a cold day; Eating a balanced diet should
be easy to do; The saying ‘early to bed, early to rise, makes a
person healthy, wealthy, and wise’ is a good way to live my life.”

After being primed with their respective interpretations of dif-
ficulty (or control), participants were then randomly assigned to
view and rate images of 16 gummy candies presented with either
fine-grained (“16 gummy candies”) or gross-grained (“one serving
of gummy candies”) labels, consistent with the prior studies. After
viewing the images, participants answered the same perceived
satiety and consumption intentions questions asked in the prior
studies.

Analytic strategy. First, to create common metrics for anal-
ysis of the dependent measures, we transformed responses from
the fine-grained (x pieces) conditions to gross-grained units con-
sistent with the prior studies.

Second, we examined the distribution of each variable to ensure
that they met the normality and homogeneity of variance assump-
tion for our planned analytic strategy (ANOVA). Consistent with the
prior studies, perceived satiety and consumption intentions were pos-
itively skewed and thus we transformed them to the natural logarithm
scale to achieve normal distributions for analysis.

Third, we checked to verify that randomization was successful
in eliminating demographic differences across conditions. Ran-
domization was successful in eliminating differences in age (p �
.07), gender (p � .81), and body mass index (p � .14).

Fourth, we checked and found that patterns were consistent with
or without demographic controls, and thus in the interest of par-
simony we excluded demographic controls from the main analyses
presented. Results with controls are presented in the online sup-
plemental materials for interested readers.
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Finally, in a check at the end of the survey three participants
indicated that they were currently trying to gain weight. We
excluded them from our analysis and thus our final n � 297.

Results and Discussion

If our hypothesis that granularity facilitates self-regulation is
correct, we should only find effects of interpretation of difficulty
under conditions of a regulatory struggle—in the gross-grained
condition. That is precisely what we found. Interpretation of dif-
ficulty influenced consumption intentions when participants were
presented with a gross-grained label, F(2, 291) � 5.88, p � .003,
�p

2 � .04, but not when participants were presented with a fine-
grained label (p � .89). Conversely, effects of granularity were
significant at all levels of interpretation of difficulty—difficulty
means impossibility, F(1, 291) � 42.17, p � .001, �p

2 � .13;
difficulty means importance, F(1, 291) � 11.78, p � .001, �p

2 �
.04; control, F(1, 291) � 44.31, p � .001, �p

2 � .13. These findings
provide causal evidence demonstrating that granularity facilitates
self-regulation in the presence of a regulatory struggle.

Internal Minimeta Analysis of Studies 1–5

In five studies, we measured the impact of granularity on inten-
tions to consume food during a taste test (n � 892). Furthermore,
we measured the impact of granularity on consumption in two
studies (n � 158). To examine the aggregate effects of granularity
on both intentions and behavior, we conducted a minimeta analysis
of the first five studies. To examine change in consumption inten-
tions and consumption as a function of granularity, we calculated
weighted mean effect sizes (d). Weighted mean effect sizes pro-
vide an estimate of the magnitude of change on a given outcome,
and were calculated by subtracting gross- from fine-grained labels,
and dividing by the pooled standard deviation. For d, effect size
magnitude of 0.20, 0.50, and 0.80 correspond to small, medium,
and large effect sizes, respectively (Cohen, 1988). In addition,
mean effect sizes were corrected for sample-size bias using
Hedges and Olkin’s (1985) procedures, which were then used to
calculate weighted mean effect sizes. Results of this mini meta-
analysis suggest that the effect of granularity on intentions is a
quite large effect (d � 1.11; n � 892). In contrast, the effect of
granularity on behavior is a quite small effect (d � .04; n � 158).

Study 6: Registered Report

Thus far, we have documented a reliable and robust effect of
granularity on consumption intentions, as well as a mediated effect
of granularity on consumption via consumption intentions. In
addition, we have demonstrated that granularity operates by shift-
ing perceptions of food size, which in turn impacts consumption
intentions. Furthermore, granularity facilitates self-regulation for
dieters facing a regulatory struggle. However, two remaining ques-
tions are whether granularity directly impacts consumption, and
whether these effects vary by subgroups of the population. As
such, Study 6 was designed to be adequately powered to detect a
small behavior effect, and to test whether such an effect is mod-
erated by individual or group level differences. In this way, Study
6 will test if granularity directly impacts consumption, or if the
effects of granularity operate indirectly by shifting consumption
intentions.

Pilot

Preliminary tests of the hypothesis that granularity directly
impacts consumption were underpowered to detect the observed
small effect. From these studies (2a and 2b), the average effect size
on behavior was d � .04. To address this issue, we conducted a
pilot study of 64 community members located in downtown Ann
Arbor, Michigan, to estimate the effect size of the granularity
manipulation on consumption using a better powered repeated-
measures design. Adding an additional measure of consumption
with a different food (gummy candies and baby carrots) as a
within-subjects factor reduced variance in the estimation of con-
sumption. Results of this pilot study provide an estimate of the
direct effect of the granularity manipulation on consumption as
d � .23, which would be classified as a small effect using Cohen’s
(1988) guidelines, and slightly smaller than the average finding
within social and personality psychology (overall r � .21; Richard,
Bond, & Stokes-Zoota, 2003). It is important to note that this
estimated effect size with the two-level repeated measures design
(d � .23) could be inflated due to the relatively small sample (n �
64) in the pilot. Indeed, there is a body of research suggesting that
early studies give (on average) inflated estimates of effects (for
review, see Ioannidis, 2008). However, the reduction in variance in
the estimation of consumption and increased power from taking a
within-subjects approach is consistent with prior literature, includ-
ing prior research on granularity (Lewis & Oyserman, 2015; Stud-
ies 1–2). Therefore, in Study 6 we will take a within-subjects
approach with a sufficiently large sample to detect a direct effect
on granularity.

Study 6 Registered Report: Does Portion Size
Granularity Directly Affect Consumption?

Method

Sample and procedure. Study 6 followed procedures nearly
identical to Studies 2a and 2b with five key differences. First,
enough participants were recruited to sufficiently power a test of
the direct effect of granularity on consumption (see registered
report supplement for a more detailed peer-reviewed power anal-
ysis and sample size determination). Three-hundred and 23 adults
(31.3% male, age range 18–76 M � 34.62, SD � 16.66) were
recruited from the University of Michigan’s UM Health Research
Portal. The UM Health Research pool consists of community
participants from across Southeastern Michigan who are willing to
participate in research studies for monetary compensation; the
current study paid participants $10 for a 30-min session. Recruit-
ing community participants through this portal allows us to test
whether our findings generalize to a more diverse sample.

The second change was to include six food options (carrots,
gummies, potato chips, plain M&Ms, roasted and salted almonds,
and seedless green grapes) as a six-level repeated measures factor.
These are foods that prior consumption research has shown have
sufficient variability in consumption intentions and consumption
(see Studies 1–5 of the current article; also, Nisson & Earl, in
press).

Third, because of the changes in recruitment procedures, par-
ticipants did not complete the “taste test” outdoors in public areas,
but instead completed the study in a psychology laboratory on
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campus at the University of Michigan. This procedural change
allowed the research assistant to leave the room while the partic-
ipant is completing the “taste test,” to minimize the impact of
impression management concerns on consumption.

Finally, additional measures were included to assess whether ef-
fects on granularity on consumption might be mediated or moderated
by other factors not previously considered in the prior studies (e.g.,
individual differences in food addition, trait impulsivity).

After completing informed consent, participants were given the
same “pretasting survey” from Studies 1, 2a, and 2b. After com-
pleting the pretasting survey, participants were randomly assigned
to one of two tasting conditions. In both conditions, participants
were given a tray with six styrofoam bowls, each containing one of
the six foods (gummy candies, baby carrots, seedless green grapes,
roasted and salted almonds, potato chips, and chocolate candies);
the values were selected based on the recommended serving size of
the food provided by the manufacturers. In the fine-grained (gross-
grained) framing condition participants were told via computer
instructions “Here are 15 gummy candies/16 baby carrots/32 seed-
less green grapes/28 roasted and salted almonds/fifteen potato
chips/20 chocolate candies (one serving of gummy candies/baby
carrots/seedless green grapes/roasted and salted almonds/potato
chips/chocolate candies); you can eat as much as you want, and
after you’re done eating, there is just one very brief survey for you.
Just let me know when you’re done eating.” The order in which
participants were instructed to taste the foods was randomized.

Post-taste test questionnaire. After participants finished tast-
ing, they filled out brief “post-tasting surveys” on which they
answered our dependent measures of interest as well as other
potential mechanism and filler items. The main dependent mea-
sures are as follows.

Consumption intentions. To test the effect of information gran-
ularity on consumption intentions, participants were asked “How
many servings (pieces) of these [gummy candies/baby carrots/seed-
less green grapes/roasted and salted almonds/potato chips/chocolate
candies] would you need to eat in order to feel satisfied? ____
serving(s)/piece(s) and “How many servings (pieces) of these
[gummy candies/baby carrots/seedless green grapes/roasted and
salted almonds/potato chips/chocolate candies] would you likely eat
in one sitting? ___ serving(s)/piece(s).

Consumption. To test the effect of portion size granularity on
consumption, at the end of the study research assistants docu-
mented how many pieces of food participants consumed, as well as
the number of grams of food consumed, measured with a food
scale. Finally, total caloric consumption was assessed by multi-
plying the weight of each of the foods consumed by the caloric
content of the food. Caloric content was sourced from packaging
provided by the manufacturer in the case of processed foods
(gummy candies, roasted and salted almonds, potato chip, choco-
late candies) or from the USDA in the case of unprocessed foods
(baby carrots, seedless green grapes). The calories per gram esti-
mates used for each of the foods was the following: gummy
candies, 3.59; baby carrots, 0.35; seedless green grapes, 0.69;
roasted and salted almonds, 6.07; potato chips, 5.71; chocolate
candies, 4.76.

Additional measures. In addition to our core measures of
interest, as in Studies 1, 2a, and 2b, to fit the cover story of a taste
test, we asked participants other questions about the foods they just
tasted, in addition to other process variables that could test alter-

native hypotheses. This included asking participants parallel ques-
tions from earlier studies: “Do you think you’ve had these gummy
candies/baby carrots/seedless green grapes/roasted and salted al-
monds/potato chips/chocolate candies before? (Y/N); How tasty
are the gummy candies/baby carrots/seedless green grapes/roasted
and salted almonds/potato chips/chocolate candies you just sam-
pled (1� not at all, 7 � extremely); How enjoyable was eating the
gummy candies/baby carrots/seedless green grapes/roasted and
salted almonds/potato chips/chocolate candies (1� not at all; 7�
extremely; “How much do you think these gummy candies/baby
carrots/seedless green grapes/roasted and salted almonds/potato
chips/chocolate candies weigh?___ oz.; How much would you pay
for gummy candies/baby carrots/seedless green grapes/roasted and
salted almonds/potato chips/chocolate candies? $___; How long
would it take you to finish eating these gummy candies/baby
carrots/seedless green grapes/roasted and salted almonds/potato
chips/chocolate candies? ___minute(s); How much do you think
these gummy candies/baby carrots/seedless green grapes/roasted
and salted almonds/potato chips/chocolate candies cost $___; and
How many calories do you think are in each serving [piece] of
these gummy candies/baby carrots/seedless green grapes/roasted
and salted almonds/potato chips/chocolate candies?” Furthermore,
to account for other individual differences participants also an-
swered Wansink, Painter, and North’s (2005) consumption moni-
toring questions, and two questions to assess participants’ motiva-
tion to regulate their consumption. We measured two components
of regulation—initiating consumption: “How easy would it be to
eat (15, 16, 32, 28, 15, 20, one serving) of these [gummy candies/
baby carrots/seedless green grapes/roasted and salted almonds/
potato chips/chocolate candies]? (1� not at all, 7 � very easy)”
and inhibiting consumption: “How difficult would it be to eat only
(15, 16, 32, 28, 15, 20, one serving) of these [gummy candies/baby
carrots/seedless green grapes/roasted and salted almonds/potato
chips/chocolate candies]? (1� not at all, 7 � very difficult).”

Additionally, we further explored the direct consumption-to-
behavior link by including additional items that may affect this
relation. In particular, to account for differences in impression
management concern and identity congruence, we asked partici-
pants “While completing the taste test, how concerned were you
that someone would judge how much you ate” (1 � not at all, 7 �
extremely), as well as “How many of these [gummy candies/baby
carrots/seedless green grapes/roasted and salted almonds/potato
chips/chocolate candies] should someone like you eat in one
sitting?” Furthermore, we assessed other factors known to affect
food consumption directly, including mood, food addiction, and
impulsivity (Christensen, 1993; Gearhardt, Corbin, & Brownell,
2009; Nasser, Gluck, & Geliebter, 2004). Specifically, we asked
participants to report how happy/sad/tired/bored/angry they are
(1 � not at all, 7 � extremely), as well as to complete the Yale
Food Addiction Scale (Gearhardt et al., 2009) and the Barratt
Impulsivity Scale (Barratt, Patton, & Stanford, 1975).

Finally, we asked participants about demographic characteristics
including their age, body mass index, and gender, whether or not
they are currently trying to modify their weight (either gain or
lose), and whether or not they have ever tried to modify their
weight (either gain or lose). We test the possibility that these
variables moderate the effects of granularity on consumption in-
tentions and consumption.
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Analytic strategy. First, as in Studies 1, 2a, and 2b, to create
common metrics for analysis of the critical dependent measures,
responses were transformed to their gross-grained equivalents (one
serving).

Second, for ease of interpretation and comparison across stud-
ies, the behavioral measure (food consumption) were standardized
to the percent participants ate of what they could have eaten (i.e.,
[amount eaten/amount possible] � 100); in other words, a partic-
ipant who ate five of the 15 gummy candies/sixteen baby carrots
will have amount eaten percentages of 33% or 31%, respectively.

Third, we examined the distribution of each measured variable
(consumption intentions, consumption) to ensure they meet the
normality and homogeneity of variance assumptions for our
planned analytic strategy—analysis of variance (ANOVA). Con-
sistent with the prior studies, consumption intentions were posi-
tively skewed and thus we transformed them to the natural loga-
rithm scale to achieve normal distributions for analysis. However,
consistent with the prior studies, results are reported in original
units (i.e., back-translated by taking the exponential) for ease of
interpretation.

Fourth, we checked and found that randomization was success-
ful in eliminating demographic differences across conditions (age,
p � .48; gender, p � .27).

Predicted Results and Discussion

Replicating consumption intentions effect. To verify that
the consumption intentions effects found in the initial studies
replicated with this new population of community participants, we
tested the effects of fine-grained versus gross-grained portion size
framing on consumption intentions using Repeated-Measures
Analysis of variance (RM-ANOVA), with granularity as a two-
level between subjects factor and food type as a six-level within
subjects factor. Replicating the earlier studies, participants who
saw foods with fine-grained labels reported intentions to eat less
(M � 0.64 servings, 95% CI [0.58, 0.71]) than participants who
saw the same foods with gross-grained labels (M � 1.72 servings,
95% CI [1.55, 1.92]), F(1, 266) � 175.23, p � .001, �p

2 � .40. In
addition, there was an effect of food type, such that participants
reported greater intentions to eat some foods over others, F(5,
266)� 65.58, p � .001, �p

2 � .20. Finally, there was an interaction
between the granularity manipulation and food type, F(5, 266) �
4.39, p � .001, �p

2 � .02, suggesting the effect of the granularity
manipulation on intentions was stronger for some foods than
others. Specifically, in order from largest to smallest difference,
granularity reduced consumption intentions by 1.28 servings for
grapes, 1.25 for almonds, .97 for gummy candies, .96 for carrots,
.75 for chocolate candies, and .71 for chips. Overall, granularity
strongly influenced participants’ intentions, but the strength of the
effect of granularity varied by food type, consistent with prior
research suggesting that granularity has heterogeneous effects on
judgment (Lewis & Oyserman, 2015).

Moderation by individual differences. In addition to testing
for the predicted main effect of granularity on consumption inten-
tions, we conducted supplemental analyses to determine whether
the additional measures collected moderated the main effect of
granularity on consumption intentions. The only significant mod-
erator of consumption intentions was our measure of consumption
initiation from the previous studies in this article: “How easy

would it be to eat (15, 16, 32, 28, 15, 20, one serving) of these
[gummy candies/baby carrots/seedless green grapes/roasted and
salted almonds/potato chips/chocolate candies]? (1� not at all,
7 � very easy)” (granularity by consumption initiation interaction
p � .001). The effect of granularity on consumption intentions was
stronger for participants who found it difficult to initiate consump-
tion (i.e., 1 SD below the mean on consumption initiation, mean
difference � .1.08, p � .001) than for participants who found it
moderately difficult (i.e., at the mean on consumption initiation,
mean difference � .89, p � .001) or participants who found it easy
to initiate consumption (i.e., 1 SD above the mean on consumption
initiation, mean difference � .70, p � .001).

Test of direct effect of granularity on consumption. We
next tested for a direct effect of fine-grained versus gross-grained
portion size framing on consumption using RM-ANOVA, with
granularity as a two-level between subjects factor and food type as
a six-level within subjects factor. Granularity had no direct effect
on consumption (p � .69), nor did granularity interact with food
type to directly influence consumption (p � .55).

Replicating mediation of granularity on consumption via
perception and consumption intentions. We also tested for rep-
lication of the mediated effect of granularity on consumption via
consumption intentions, and simultaneously tested the parallel medi-
ated effect of granularity on consumption via shifts in perceptions (the
prior study with perceptual measures—Study 3—could only assess
effects of perception on intentions, but not actual behavior). In these
analyses, granularity (fine-grained vs. gross-grained) was the inde-
pendent variable, food consumption (percent of food eaten) was the
dependent variable, and consumption intentions was the mediator. For
this analysis we used PROCESS for SPSS v2.16.3 Model 4 with
10,000 bootstrap samples (Hayes, 2013). Mediation analysis revealed
that, controlling for participant level of hunger, perceived food size
(95% CI [�.0125, �.001]) and consumption intentions (95% CI
[�.0507, �.0077]) mediated the effects of portion size granular-
ity on consumption. This indirect effect on consumption repli-
cates when using calories consumed rather than percent of food
consumed as the dependent measure of consumption (mediation
via perception: 95% CI [�1.2056, �.0224]; mediation via
intentions 95% CI [�6.7476, �1.7923]; see Figures 4 and 5). It
is also worth noting that these processes remain significant
when controlling for individual differences in consumption
monitoring, impulsivity, or food addiction. Seeing the fine-
grained portion size labels (e.g., “16 Gummy Candies”) rather

 

 

Perceived 
Size 

Percent 
Consumed  

Fine-Grained 
Portion Label 

.08** -.07 * 

Consumption 
Intentions 

-.49*** .05* 

Figure 4. Study 6. Mediation model depicting the process by which
portion size granularity influences consumption. Coefficients are unstan-
dardized regression coefficients from the PROCESS model. � p � .05.
�� p � .01. ��� p � .001.
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than gross-grained labels (e.g., “One Serving of Gummy Can-
dies”) led people to both perceive the foods as larger and reduce
intentions to eat, and these processes in turn decreased food
consumption overall.

General Discussion

Across six studies and seven different food items, we find a
robust and reliable effect of portion size granularity labels on
consumption intentions and food consumption. Having people
think about food using fine-grained labels leads them to decrease
their consumption intentions (all studies) and ultimately eat less
food (Studies 2a,2b, 6). Further, this process operates by shifting
perceptions of the size of foods whereby portions described with
fine-grained labels are perceived to be bigger than portions de-
scribed as with the gross-grained label “one serving” (Studies 3
and 6). Finally, granularity facilitates self-regulation of consump-
tion, particularly when self-regulation would be most beneficial
(e.g., individuals facing a regulatory struggle; Studies 4–5).

As a society, we have a vested interest in improving the health
and well-being of the population, and one approach to achieving
this goal is to pay close attention to how much food we consume.
Prior research has meta-analytically demonstrated that portion size
contributes substantially to our consumption (Zlatevska et al.,
2014), and suggests that our tendency to mindlessly eat (Wansink,
2006) exacerbates a growing problem of overeating that can result
in obesity (CDC, 2011; NIH, 1998). We wondered what could be
done to combat this problem, taking these well documented con-
sumption biases into account. The possibility we focused on is that
the consumption process can be influenced by the granularity of
labels used to describe the quantity of food present in a portion,
because these labels provide heuristic cues or nudges (Thaler &
Sunstein, 2008) that could influence consumption via consumption
intentions. These predictions were developed by integrating prior
research on Grician conversational logic (Schwarz, 1996; Zhang &
Schwarz, 2012), effects of situational forces on perception (Bruner
& Goodman, 1947), and granularity effects on judgment, motiva-
tion and behavior (Lewis & Oyserman, 2015; Zhang & Schwarz,
2013).

Implications for Theory

This work contributes to a growing body of research on infor-
mational granularity, a literature demonstrating that the units used

to represent information have important implications for people’s
judgments and behaviors (Lewis & Oyserman, 2015; Zhang &
Schwarz, 2012, 2013), and operates by capitalizing on the infer-
ences people make from the details present in information they
receive (Bless & Schwarz, 2010; Higgins, 1998; Schwarz, 1996,
2011). The current studies contribute a novel mechanism by which
granularity effects can operate—by changing perceptions of the
size of judgment objects. Although much past work had demon-
strated the existence of granularity effects, to our knowledge, this
is the first work to examine shifts in perception as a mechanism for
understanding why the effects occur. We also tested whether
granularity operates by shifting individuals’ level of construal
(Trope & Liberman, 2010). However, the current studies provide
no support for the construal hypothesis as an explanation for the
cascading effects of granularity on consumption intentions and
consumption. Additionally, the current data contributes to the
granularity literature by generalizing effects to another domain
(health decision making), suggesting the pattern of effects found in
this literature are evidence of a domain-general psychological
process by which information influences motivation and behavior.

The present research also contributes to the literature on self-
regulation, suggesting that the effects of granularity are not mono-
lithic. In contrast, the self-regulatory benefits of granularity are
more likely to emerge for individuals under conditions of a regu-
latory struggle. This pattern is consistent with prior work on the
activation of self-regulatory strategies (Kross & Ayduck, 2009;
Kross et al., 2012; Oyserman, 2015; Oyserman et al., 2017). In
addition, portion size granularity contributes to a growing body of
literature that demonstrates an interaction between individual dif-
ferences and contextual cues to regulate food consumption (Stro-
ebe, 2008; Thomas, Desai, & Seenivasan, 2011; Vartanian, Ker-
nan, & Wansink, 2016). We hope that portion size granularity can
be one way in which small changes can have cascading effects on
behavior (Resnicow & Page, 2008), ultimately contributing to
improved health.

The results can also contribute to the goals and motivation
literatures. In these studies, the impact of the situational granular-
ity manipulation was exacerbated for individuals who were more
motivated to attend to food stimuli. This finding is consistent with
prior literature on the interaction of dispositional and situational
cues on behavior (Hart & Albarracin, 2011; Lewin, 1935), and
suggests that individual differences in susceptibility to environ-
mental cues are modulated by goal relevance (Higgins, 1998).
Furthermore, goals might change the meaning people ascribe to
granularity. This differential susceptibility may change the thresh-
old of perception of the situational cue as a signal of relevance. In
line with work on Gricean norms, this relevance in turn, may
modulate the impact of the situational cue of granularity on judg-
ments and behavior (Schwarz, 2014).

Further, these results build on prior theories of effective
interventions—specifically identity-based motivation theory (for
reviews, Lewis & Oyserman, 2016; Oyserman, 2015; Oyserman &
Lewis, 2017; Oyserman, Lewis, et al., 2017). Identity-based motiva-
tion theory posits that people are willing to act in goal consistent ways
if the goal-relevant information facilitates action (Lewis & Oyserman,
2016; Oyserman, Lewis, et al., 2017). This implies that generally
bringing information to mind is not enough; considering the right kind
of information—information that people can easily translate into
action—is more likely to result in behavior change. The current

Perceived 
Size 

Calories 
Consumed  

Fine-Grained 
Portion Label 

.08** -5.93~ 

Consumption 
Intentions 

-.49*** 8.01** 

Figure 5. Study 6. Mediation model depicting the process by which
portion size granularity influences consumption. Coefficients are unstan-
dardized regression coefficients from the PROCESS model. 	 p � .066.
� p � .05. �� p � .01. ��� p � .001.
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results reinforce this pattern of findings; across all studies, information
about self-regulation implied that one has control over how much
food he or she consumes when considering the precise quantity of
food present, and considering this information did indeed influence
consumption.

Implications for Practice

This work also has important implications for health practitio-
ners. Given the current obesity epidemic, perhaps one way to
invoke a desired change in consumption might be to give people
fine-grained information about how much to consume, at least for
unhealthy foods. For these foods, it might be beneficial to high-
light for consumers the concrete number they should consume—11
chips or 15 gummy candies. Our data suggests this should decrease
consumption of those unhealthy foods. On the other hand, it may
be fruitful to do the opposite for healthy foods that people struggle
to begin eating. For these, our data suggest it may be best to
describe the portions in gross-grained units, for example, as one
serving of rice cakes, or one serving of baby carrots. Describing
healthy food in terms of servings versus pieces may decrease
perceived size, which may, in turn, increase consumption of those
healthier foods by making it easier to initiate consumption. Future
work should investigate this possibility.

Replicability and Constraints on Generalizability

Before closing, we want to take a moment to discuss the strength
of the evidence for the various effects and processes examined in this
paper by considering the extent to which findings replicated. Our hope
is that this discussion might be useful for future researchers and
practitioners who may wish to extend this work. First, the strongest
and most replicable effect from this work is the effect of granularity
on consumption intentions; in all studies, fine-grained portion size
metrics decreased consumption intentions. Second, in all three studies
that contained behavioral measures of consumption (including the
preregistered report, Study 6), we found an indirect effect of granu-
larity on consumption via changes in consumption intentions; in none
of those studies did we find a direct effect on consumption. Third, in
the two studies that measured perception of food size (Studies 3 and
6), granularity had a direct effect on perceived size whereby partici-
pants perceived food to be larger when presented with fine-grained
rather than gross-grained labels. In one case, this shift in perception
mediated changes in consumption intentions (Study 3) and in another
case it mediated effects on consumption behavior (Study 6 registered
report). Finally, the finding that seem most context and sample de-
pendent is the effect of granularity on self-regulation. Here it seems
that granularity facilitates self-regulation, but only for dieters facing a
regulatory struggle (i.e., faced with unhealthy, but not healthy, food);
outside of those samples and contexts, the effects of granularity on
self-regulation are less clear.

With respect to generalizability, we feel that it is important to
highlight the limits of the current research (see also Simons, Shoda, &
Lindsay, 2017). What we currently know is that when people pre-
sented with food with fine-grained rather than gross-grained portion
size labels, they intend to, and as a result, actually, eat less. Those
patterns replicate across university students (Studies 1, 2a, 2b), adults
on Mechanical Turk (Studies 3–5), and a community sample (Study
6), and in short outdoor field studies (Studies 1, 2a, 2b), online

(Studies 3–5), and laboratory settings (Study 6). Given those findings,
we expect our results to generalize to those populations in similar
contexts. What we do not yet know, which is a limitation for practical
application, is whether a granularity intervention would be effective
for sustained (intention to) behavior change in more applied settings
like cafeterias and dining halls. From the data we have gathered thus
far, it seems plausible that providing fine-grained portion labels could
lead to decreased consumption of unhealthy foods, and providing
gross-grained portion size labels could lead to increased consumption
of healthy foods in those settings. However, it is also plausible that
such an intervention could have immediate effect, but then fade once
the novelty of those frames dissipates. As such, before deploying
granularity interventions into more applied settings, we strongly rec-
ommend conducting (preregistered) randomized control trials in field
(e.g., cafeteria or dining hall) settings to test the efficacy of such
interventions, as well as the necessary conditions for the intervention
to scale effectively for broader dissemination (see also Horowitz,
Sorensen, Yoder, & Oyserman, 2017; Turnwald, Boles, & Crum,
2017).
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